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A MICROWAVE METHOD FOR MEASURING RESISTIVITY OF SEMICONDUCTORS 
by James R. Seifert 
.Ab.stract 
• 
. 
. . A microwave method for· mea:suring resist·ivity .of s.emf·c.onductor 
\,. ,, 
·"-. . 
materials such as silicon. and· germanium has been developed. It has the 
advantage of speed and pr·e·cf~i-on qyer the· .. conventional method; it 1~-
non-destructiv.e, -eliminating the pdssibili.ty ::o'f damage to the sample_ .. 
The study is i.n the· microwave freq1..tency· ratlt%e -· -between 9 Ge an~ 2:~ Ge·. 
Two different :techniques a.re re·q¢.req: t-o ,c_over the resistivity 
:spectrum pe_rtinent to· se)'JliGonductor device·s. One technique measures 
·the change in the tr11.ps,ni,s.siqn. thro~ a High-Q cavity loaded with the:· 
" semiconductor· ::i11aterial:-, wl?i.lE'f the other measures the microwave loss 
through thin sheets :qf tbe material when inserted into a waveguide. 
'Ihese techniques provide a means for measuring resistivities from .001 
to 100 ohm - centimeters. 
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A MICROWAVE ME'IBOD FOR MEASURING RESISTIVITY OF SEMICONDUCTORS 
by James R. Sei:f'ert 
,, 
Abstract 
. . . . .. ·. ·. '. . f 
A microwave method :for· me·11s·u.ring resistiv·:i/ty of :semi.cortduct·.6:r 
·materials such as silicon and germanium has been developed. ·rt. has the: 
advantage of SI?eed .and precision over the conventional method; it i.s 
non-destruct..t.v.e., ·eliminating the possibility of damage to the sampl~':• . 
.... 
·The ~tudy is in the microwave frequency .range - between 9 Ge and 2~· G.c. 
Two different techniques are· re·quir.ed t:o: Gqver t~e :resist:ivi~y 
spectrum pertinent to semiconductor _d~vi.c.es.. :On~ te·qhniqu.e. ·me.a·s·ure:$ 
the change in transmission· ·through 'a, high-Q c~y.~ty loaded wit.h ""t:he 
semiconductor material, w·hi"l~: th·~ ·o~p~:r rnea.sures the nn-crowave loss 
through thin sheets of the mate.rt:al when inserted into a wave.gt.ii.de: 
. These te.chniques proviq·~. ,~· ~eli:np fo.r ,mea·suring resistivitle s· :f-t··om • o:oi 
to 100 - centimeters . 
-. 
I': 
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. :'i, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A new method for .. measuring resistivity of semiconductors has 
'· 
~. 
been developed using microwave frequencies instead of the conventional 
de or low frequency ac techniques. This method is suitable in deter-
i 
mining the bulk or sheet resistivity of semiconductor ~terials. The 
range of resistivities for semiconductors such as transistors, diodes, 
and solar cells is quite large,. extending 1rom 0.002 ohm-cm to over 
100 ohm-cm. To cover this range by the microwave method it was found 
necessary to employ different techniques for different portions of the 
' 
resistivity range. The techniques will be defined and compared. 
In the normal production of mate·rial .for transistors and diodes, 
' the raw materials (silicon and germanium oxides) are refined and doped 
to the desired impurity level. They are formed into ingots .about 1-
inch in diameter and three or more 1-·n.ches long. These ingots are then. 
sliced into one inch diameter discs:, :of· thicknesses ranging from 0.006 
to o.o4o inches. The resistivity (determined by the doping) varies 
along the length of the ingot. Electrical measurements are made to 
detennine the sections having the desired resistivity range. Resistivity 
also varies across the cross section of the ingot. When slices are cut 
from the ingot, resistivity varies from the center of the slice to the 
edge of the slice. ' .~. 
To select material which has the proper resistivitt for a contem-
plated device, therefore, it is ·necessary to make resistivity measur~nts 
accurately over small areas of the ingots and slices. The most wide_l.y 
,_ '"\ 
\ / 
,..... . . .-
l· :, 
' 
., 
t 
',: 
.i . 
(l) 
used method is the four-point probe technique, but this has certain 
limitations. The usefulness of the microwave method lies in the fact 
that it eliminates most of these limitations . 
. , 
·~;.'<~ 'i'' ·11 r~.~ .. ·;"•· '1~\1'", 
..» 
I 
' 
" 
'· 
,,. 
('4)' 
:, 
2. CONVENTIONAL RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENT ME'I'HODS 
;; 
~ 
'lbe basic methods for measuring resistivity were derived directl.y 
from the method inherent in its definition. Resistivity or specific 
resistance, is defined as the resistance of a unit cube of material, as 
measured between any two opposite sides. By definition, test potentials 
are applied to the entire surfaces of the opposing sides. If the cube 
has sides of one centimeter, resistivity is in the conventional units 
of ohm-centimeters. However, semi-conductor materials require special 
techniques to provide ohmic contacts. 
2.1 Two-Point Probe Method 
. . 
A two probe method applies where the cross-sectional .area· of the 
material can be determined accurately. .In this method (Figure 1) 
contacts are made to the ends of a bar or ingot (by plating or soldering) 
for the purpose of carrying the current. Voltage measurements are ma.de 
with two probes which are accurately spaced and whose points contact the 
surface of the ingot. Resistivity can be calculated by: 
~ = Y;! (1) IS 
' where e = resistivity in ohm-cm 
\_. 
\ 
... V = voltage between the two probes 
A= cross-sectional area in square centimeters 
I= current flowing through the rod in amperes 
S = spacing between the probes in centimeters 
. ! 
. r-. 
' 
·• 
.t 
\. 
I' 
., 
.... :f5). 
2.2 Four-Point Probe Method 
Where the cross-sectional ·area.cannot be calculated readily.the 
.. 
four-point probe (Figure 2) is more effective. Usually the four ~oints _ 
are equally spaced. ~e current flows through the two outer points and 
the voltage is measured between the two inner points. 
/ 1 
relation is: 
which reduces to 
when the spacings between probes are equa:1~ 
The pertinent 
'I 
(2) 
(··3·)· . . . : .. :. :,.: 
However, relation ( 2) assumes that no re.:r-·1ecting boundaries are 
close to· the probes, a condition which is not applicable to wafers or 
' 
dice. Accounting for the-; various locations of· boundaries with respect to 
the four-point probe and for both non-conducting and conducting types of 
boundaries requires a number of modifications to the basic formula. In 
the case where the thickness detennines the nearest boundary, the IIBterial 
is very thin, and the distant side is non-conducting, the resistivity is 
given as fallows : 2 
., 
Q = V W 1T F('!i.) 
' I LY\2 s 
IL. B. VALDES. "Resistivity Measurements on Gernanium for Transistors,n 
Proceedings of the I.R.E., Vol. 42, pp~ 420 - 427 {February 1954) 
2 F. M. SMITS. 0 Measurement of Sheet Resistivity with the Four-Point Probe, 
The Bell System Technical Journal, Vol.· XXXVII, pp. 711-718 (May 1958). 
' 
~! 
,· 
.·1_. 
"\,', I 
.~. 
'.(6:)_. 
" 
where V = voltage across the probes 
.I = current through the outer prob~s in amps. ·-IQ • 
W = thickness in centimeters 
S = point spacing in centimeters 
correction factor for thickness as f'oUow,s :_ 
W F 
-
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2. 3 Van der Pauw Methcxl 
/9600 . 
.9214 
.7938 
.6336 
Another method which has been used is the Van der Pauw technique. 3 
Four points or contacts are made on the perimeter of the dice or wafer 
to be measured (Figure 3) and a de current is passed between two alternate 
contacts, AB. The voltage between the· two other contacts, CD i-s accurately 
t 
. ! 
•\ 
.... 3-v.--a_n_d_e_r_Pa_uw-, -L-.-J-.-,-_ -n"A_M_e_t_b_od __ a_f_Me_a_s_ur~i-ng_S ___ pe_c_i_f_i_c_R_es_i_s_t_i_v_i_t_y_an_d __________ :_\ 
Hall Effect of' Discs of Arbitrary Charge - Ph111-ips Research Reports, 
·~..- •• · ~ n.;.a. '"r , , • 
Vol. 13, 1958 ~ 
. ,· 
1' 
) 
~ . 
... 
.. ,;.... 
., 
,I 
' 
" 
measured and the resistance, or V/I ratio, is determined. ·-The current is 
then passed through one of the same current contacts and an alternate 
contact (AD) and the voltage is measured across the two remaining contacts 
(BC). The resistivity is then_ determined by means of the following 
formula: 
.wber·e: .:~1 = Ven 
IAB 
.. 
(5) 
, 
"(~ •. f~J correction factor (plotted as a··funct:ton of ~· in ref. 3.) 
If R1 S1.5 ~' thenf~)~ 1 and no correction factor is needed. 
If the contacts are symmetrically pla .. ced., t.,.e. on major and ·minor ax.is,. 
then R1 and ~ and f (~) = 1 
(R2) 
This method provides a means·. :of m.ea·surior1g res.ist:ivity of vecy small 
dice -a result which would not· b:e. po.s·si·ble with the four-point probe be-
cause of the restriction of point spacing and close proximity to the edge. 
:2 •. 4 Limitations of Conventional Methods· 
Nevertheless, of the three methods mentioned, the four-point probe 
method has been used most extensively. However, this method is subject to 
. ' . ·.. . . . .. 
. .\ 
several limitations. Except when working with ingots, it requires that 
·' 
the thickness of the material be measured, and this is a source of possible 
error. Another disadvantage is that the sharp points of the probe can 
.. 
' 
.. 
... 
... 
. ' 
damage the semi conductor material, especially when they are dragged along 
a bar in making profile measurements. Also, the probes can be bent or 
damaged fairly easily, changing the point spacing and producing an error. 
The first limitation, the necessity of knowing thickness, was the stimulus 
for investigating a microwave technique to measure resistivity. 
2.5 ·Depth of Penetration Con~iderations 
Most materials used for semiconductor devi.c·es are initial.ly cut :L.-nto 
discs which are about 1 inch in diameter and from .006 to .o4o inches 
· thick. However, if electrical measurements could be confine<:1, to very 
small depths in the material then thickness measurements can be eliminated. 
The depth to which microwave signals are effectively confined is called 
(1: 
the skin depth of depth of penetration. This is the depth at which the 
signal has been attenuated to 1/e or approximately 37'fo of its original 
value. The depth of penetration is calculated for three frequencies (9 Gc1.: 
-
22 Ge, and 6o Ge) for various resistivity values (see Appendix A) by means 
4 of the following fonnula: 
f>= I 
2flfJ~~~E~(J~·,=+=~=n-f:=)~~IE=~=i-----,---
where o = skin depth in meters 
f - frequency in cycles per second 
µ=permeability in henry/meter· 
E = dielectric constant in farad/me~er 
.. 
.. 
·(6"): 
4 EDWARD C. JORDAN, "Electromagnetic Waves and Radiating SystemsL"- Prentice 
Hall N.Y., P. 132 ~ 
':, .. , : .. _ .. 
) 
, 
J . •. · . 
; 
l ; 
., 
i 
' 
I 
r 
1 
I 
·-' ·.· 
(9) 
~ =· resist! vi ty in ohm-meters 
.:., 
The results are plotted in Figure 4. The plot shows that there are a 
substantial number of thickness and resist~ vi ty combinations in the range 
of useful material where thickness exceeds depth of penetration. For 
example, the calc11Jations at 22 Ge indicate that for slices 0.007 inch 
thick, thickness would exceed depth of penetration with resistivities 
less than O. 3 ohm cm. For O .018 inch thick slices at the same frequency, 
this applies to resistivities less than 1.2 ohm-cm. A microwave approach 
could, therefore, be assumed to have reasonable potential for eliminating 
thickness measurements. 
., 
t 
I 
l 
1· 
1 
' 
' ; 
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3. MICROWAVE RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENT M.E'r.HODS 
3 .1 - Reflection Method 
The first method investigated dealt with the measurement of VSWR 
:,.· 
-' t· 
or return loss in a waveguide transmission line terminated by the semi-
conductor to be measured. An extremely low-resistivity material will 
reflect all the signal power applied to it. The return loss will then be 
zero decibels. Material of higher resistivities will both absorb and trans-
., 
mi t more power and, therefore, reflect less-. The return loss will increase 
progressively until the point of perfect impedance match between the ·sample 
' 
and the waveguide system is obtained. At this point return loss will be 
_infinite. Between these limits the resistivity versus return loss may be 
plotted as in Figure 5. It :is understood that the area of' the te.St· sample 
used, if larger than desired,.· can be redu:ced by means of a ~per~d .section 
:} 
.or by masking off part of the sample with. _a. bnis.s aperture. 
3.11 Circuit Description 
The schematic diagram :for. t~e reflection method 1:~ :s.hown in Figure: 6 .-
This method was tested at 9 ,Qc using waveguide with. -i __ p~-icle dimensions of 
o.4oo x 0.900 inch. The sample to be tested- was, p~acea_· ·across the open end 
of the transmission line, exposing_ a.n :area of- O .:4oo inch x O. 900 
this measur~ment the depth to which the ,:material is being tested 
inch. 
is 6, 
In 
the 
depth of penetration. It follows that the material should be thicker than 
the depth of penetration, otherwise a portion of the~cident signal will 
. 
, / 
,,, f be radiated into the surroundings through the sample, ·causing reflections. 
The 9 Ga signal is generated by a klystron with a repeller modulated by a 
,, 
'.::·,.: 
.,: I 
;:) 
,, 
.... 
6o cps signal. · A wave meter is J>l.aced in the waveguide line( to determine 
the exact operating frequency. Attenuators 1 and 3 (Figure 6) are used 
to adjust the signal level while attenuator 2 is a calibrated precision 
attenuator adjusted for every sample. The directional couplers shown in 
Figure 6 refer the ~ncident and reflected signals ·1n the main waveguide 
line to the crystal detectors in the secondary lines. The potentiometers 
across the detectors are used to adjust the signals to make up for 
differences in signal level. The incid~nt and reflected signals are 
switched by a 30 cps electrohi·c swj;tcl1.i-~g system and are alternately 
displayed on an oscilloscope .• 
3.12 Measurement Procedure 
' 
The test is made by ini ti.ally calibrating the system with a perfect 
conductor placed over the test position producing 100% reflection of the 
incident signal and proceeding as follows: Attenuator 2 is ·set for some 
value which is higher than the expected return loss of the sample. 
Attenuators 1 and 3 are then adjusted to set the signal level at a d·~$ireq. 
value and the balance pots are adjusted for equal traces o~ the oscillo-
scope. The perfect conductor is then replaced with the sample to be tested 
and attenuator 2 is reset for equal traces. The difference in attenuation 
between these two conditions is then the return loss of the sample. 
3 .13 Results 
A group of samples with known resistivities was measured and the 
' 
· results plotted in Figure 5. It is observed that the return· 1oss varied 
only 3-3/4 DB for the resist1·v1ty range from .01 to 10() ohm-cm., thereby 
' 
'• 
.• 
:': 
,, 
. ;; 
,:· 
', 
' i 
i. 
(l2) 
requiring very precise microwave measurements. Another disadvantage of 
this method is that the sample size must be large ( in comparison to the 
four point probe). 
A similar measurement was made for an identical microwave circuit at 
22 Ge with a test aperture of 0.170 x o.420. A plot of resistivity versus 
return loss ·for samples of known resistivity is shown in Figure 7. It is 
seen that the spread of return loss is now 6-1/2 DB for a resistivity range 
varying from .01 to 100 ohm-cm., or nearly twice that of the 9 Ge case. 
This is accounted partly by the fact that the depth of penetration into the 
material is less at the higher frequency and partly to the fact that the 
characteristic impedance of the line i:s different - which suggests that the· 
value of resistivity for whi.ch perfe-c~t 'impedance match is obtained is 
different. 
3.2 High Q Cavity Method 
3.21 Circuit Description - 9 G~ 
In the pursuit of methods yielding greater return loss spread, a high ·Q 
resonant cavity was employed to lightly couple a generator to a crystal load 
, 
,,. .. ··· 
as illustrated in Figure 8. The signal transferred between these two elements 
increases with the Q of the coupling cavi·ty. '!.'he value of Q is made to vary 
. ,, 
by using the specimen tp form a porti·on ·of· ·the cavity wall. Differences are 
measured between the· transmitted signa 1 level when the cavity opening is 
:filled with a good conductor ( such as gold plated brass) and when the 
opening contains the test sample. '!he cavity employed was a section. 
;, T ·, 
0
,1:. 
,· 
,,,. . 
,, 
I 
I 
~. J (13) 
of waveguide i\ g/2 unj ts long when operating in the TE10 , mode w~ th a side 
opening o:f' 6. 218 x O. 4oo _inches. The ends of· this waveguide cavity contain 
a brass plate ·w1 th a small coupling }1ole about 3/16 of' an inch in diameter 
(See Figure 9). .An isolator is placed between the attenuator and the 
detector so that mismatches due· to the detector mount will not affect the 
accuracy of the attenuator. W:t.th this circuit the signal incident to the 
cavity and the f:>ignal transzni.tted. through it are detected oscilloscopically 
r- 'py means of the electronic switch. 
3.22 Measurement Procedure 
The measurement procedure is as .fo1·1ows: The mat.e:~i~.l.-- tq be tested 
is placed over the opening in the- cavtty and attenuator .1 (Figure 8) is 
set to zero. The frequency of' the microwave generato.r.· fa adJusted to the 
re·s:onant :frequency of the cavity ·'(maximum signal) J ·the .incid:ent and trans-
mitted signal are then made equal by means of the· ·balancing potentiometers. 
' 
A piece of' gold plated brass i:_s: now placed over the: ca.vity opening and 
attenuator 1 is :r_e:.~BiQ._j.usted :for equal signal levels. The attenuator reading 
' 
then gives the l.o.s~·- fp.. -clb produced by loading the cavity with the semi-
conductor material. 
3,23 Results - 9 Ge 
A group of' samples of known resistivities was measured and a plot of' 
\ 
...... 
resistivity against cavity loss at 9 Ge was nede (Figure 10). These 
specime·ns were i-ngots-~a-e-~that-the thickness ( t) greatly exceeded the depth 
· of penetration { t»> ~). It is noted that the change in attenuation versus 
the change in resist~vity is much greater than that obtained with the return 
~~ I 
loss ir~thod, thereby providing gr_eater precision in readings. 
t. 
; . 
,, 
l· 
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;'· 
\ 
' 
' 
. 
"· 
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To effect reliable measurements for specimens with thickness 
comparable to ~ , it was found necessary to back the thin slices with a 
material of known resistivity. In this procedure gold plated brass was 
used for calibration. Another method attempted involved a semiconductor 
ingot of high resi sti vi ty, such as 100 ohm- cm. In ea ch case the th'ickness 
as well as the resistivity is a factor in determining the cavity loss so 
.. 
that, unfortunately, for these cases, as in the four point probe technique 
the thickness must be accurately known. Figure 11 shows a plot of resis-
tivity vs. cavity loss for slices backed with gold plated brass and with 100 
ohm-cm material. The use of brass as a backing material was found not very 
effective because of the narrow spread and consequent ambiguity of the 
results. The heavy line represents thick s·lices and ingots. A family of 
curves for different thickness was plotted u·s.ing samples with kndtm resis-
tivity values. Figure 12 illustrates how the two methods of' backing can be 
. . 
used to determine both resistivity and thickness. Vertical lines are drawn 
for the transmission change ~ith brass backing and also with 100 ohm-cm 
backing. Figure 12 is then studied to determine at what horizontal level 
these two lines touch the same thickness curves. In this case, the trans-
mission change with brass backing was measured to be 4.7 db, and with 100 
i • I 
,• 
ohm cm backing, 10.2 db. From Figui-e 12, it 1·s determined that at the 
horizontal resistivity of 0.8 ohm cm, the same thickness of 0.012 inch 
is intersected by the vertical const,ruction lines~ ~The resistivity is then 
{ . 
J 0.8 ohm cm, atxl the thickness 0.012 inch . 
....... ,;.. 
~··: ·~-- ~·...-· ......... 
.. 
·'{. 
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3.24 Circuit Description - 22 Ge \ 
In order to reduce the depth of penetration and also the surface area 
of the specimen a circuit similar to Figure 8 was assembled for operation· at--
22 Ge. At this frequency the sample area selected was 0.170 x 0.200 inches, 
which is comparable to the area tested with four-point probe techhi.ques. 
This measurement area is small compared to the one inch di,ameter of slices. 
The selection of the size of th.e.opening was a compromise of several fact·ors .... , 
One was the de.~~re ·.for small size in order to obtain better resolution of: 
resistivitie:s· w-.ith respect to distance. (The· .sample area, the area of the. 
material actually involved in the measurement,. ·is, only slightly larger tp~·n 
the cavity opening. ) b Also favoring small openings was. the .. observe.d increase 
in the s·lope of the calibration curve (at th~ r1i~er f.r~(lue.nc:i.eJ3) a··s the size 
. .. 
of: .opening was increased. Of course, as this· s:1.o.pe i:nc.reases., changes in 
:resistivity produce smaller changes in, t.h~ tra.r:rsnp.$~ion th.rough the cavity· 
.and precision: :decreases. However, a low~+: .1.inri t in cavity opening siz,e ~ts. 
determined by the lowest resistivity value to be measured because th:ts 
resistivity .:QlUSt produce a measurable effect on cavity transmission. 
Impeqaijce match wa.s obtained by using seven tuning screws, inserted in 
the transmission lines immediately before and after the high-Q cavity. Match 
is adjusted for the flattest transmission over the range under study. The 
curve of resistivity versus cavity loss at 22 Ge is shown in Figure 13 .for 
thick slices (bulk); O .007 inch thick Slice:s. and ::o· .01~3:- .inci:l t:Ptck ·site.es~·: 
:.•·. 
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;3:_..25 . Results - 22 Ge 
In comparison with the curve at 9 Ge. it is observed that the slope 
is less steep at 22 Ge for the lower resistivity values, but approximately 
I the same between 1.0 and 100 ohm-cm. The 22 Ge circuit is therefore more 
useful because it extends the measurable range in resistivity by a d~cade 
over the 9 Ge circuit and at the same time it utilizes a smaller specimen 
area. However, the precision of the high-Q cavity me~hod becomes inadequate 
at the higher resistivities. The slope of the curve increases as resistivity 
, 
increases. For the high-Q cavity method at 22,000 megacycle.s the practical 
limits of acceptable accuracy are: 1.0 o~~GID for 0.007 inch thickness an~ 
10.0 ohm-cm for 0.018 inch thickness. 
:3.3 Transmission Loss Method 
.,,. 
In the High-Q cavity method, most· of: the microwave ene.rgy ·incident 
upon thfs slices of high resistivity penetrates through. Advantage is 
made of, this in.an: effort to get a greater spr~ad :Of attenuation vs. 
resistivity for high resistivity specimens. 
3.31 Higb-Q Cavity Circuit (1) 
The first method investigated employed the high-;Q, cavity circuit with 
the addition of a crystal detector and a ferrite i.solator ( See Figure 14) ~ 
The signal power that penetrated the aperture and the specimen was detected 
by a crystal detector placed on top of the specimen and transmitted to the 
oscilloscope through the electronic switching system. This signal was compared 
- J .. 
\ 
Of>C.iU..oscopically With thew signal that passed directly through the cavity. 
.l 
·I 
• -· • ' ' ' ' • •- ,-,.,,,, '
1
" '• ·-" •• ,-.,-," ·~-,·,., •• ·-· • .,; · • ,.,,_,. '"" ,. • """••-'>.,,., .•. , , ... ,.,,- ~ ,.,or~ ... ~ _,_w ... ._~,,.,.,,; '-"•- ··-
·• 
The traces were made equal by a·djusting the precision waveguide attenuator. 
A different attenuator. __ setting results for each resistivity, and a plot of 
attenuator reading vs._ resistivity is shown in Figure 15. 
It is observed that the spread between 0.5 and 5 ohm-centimeters for 
a 19 mil thickness is approximately 19.5 db. The spread over the same 
. ~_. 
resistivity range for the high-Q cavity method is approximately 7 .5 db. It: 
i.s apparent that over the resistivity range where the signal penetrates 
the sample, greater accuracy can be obtained due to better resolution in 
reading the a:ttenuato-r. Above 10 ·o~~cm., however, there is little·· 
improvement. 
A drawback of this method- is: that the two q:cys.tal q.~_te.ct9rs are not 
kept at the same levels as rea1stivity varie_s. No t.wo 'crystals have exact.:t:Y' 
• 
the same output at different nii.crowave level·s., at1d ·hence· th-e accuracy pf· 
this method is reduced by an 'amount depending: 'upon the variation- .of th·e 
crystals. Another disadvantage is that ~both signals change when the: cavity 
is loaded with the specimen or when the frequency of the signal is changed. 
3.32, ·mgn - Q Cavity Circuit (2') 
·'l'o eliminate these problems a~other method was :atteiµpted. .This method 
compared the signal through the aperture in the cavi °tY w~th th~ signal inci-
dent to the cavity. The circuit for this method is very ·similar to the pre-
vious one as shown in Figure 16. The differences are: (.1.) the transmission 
line is now terminated and the signal which is used for a reference is, 
detected by a crystal preceeding the cavity, (2) the attenuator is shifted 
to a position ahead of the cavity. The two detectors will now see the same 
- .-~' •·.~->.•1,")~-~,, .,.,,. -., -····'. ' 
-· 
(18.) 
power level at balance and the reference signal will not be affected by··· 
'. 
the loading of the cavity. 
The results (plotted in Figure 17) indicate a smaller spread i .. n 
attenuator reading over the same resistivity range compared to the; 
previous method. A possible explanation for the difference is tnat: the· 
cavity influenced the readings of ·the first method and ,disto.rted th·e 
results. 
3. 33 Trans~ssi-on Loss Circuit 
The third method attempted copsj.~ted .of putti·ng a brass pla·te contain-
ing a small aperture over the end of: the waveguide transmission· line and 
eliminating the cavi-~y:.: .A: d·iag;ram of this plate and waveguide .a.s:s.embly is. 
shown in Figure 18. · The. slic·e to. '.be tested ts .placed over t~e -~pe~ure· and 
the crystal detector pla.ced on. ·top of i't. The crystal- then dete·ct .. s. th.~ ·st:gnal 
which penetrates the s~mple .. The cl:r:e:uit schematic is shown in Figure 19. 
• .. 
This is nearly eqµ.ivalent: to placing the sample in the waveguide 
·1ine and measuring the .loss fn ·t:r-a.nsmission due to the sample· ... , The 
. 
·~ 
difference, of . c?urse, is that,. tne s.ample is placed across an aperture :_only: 
' ' 
a small fraction of' the total, waveguide opening and effects due to the 
aperture must be taken int·o consideration. 
The operation of this .circuit is similar to the previous one. ·The.: 
crystal mount i~ placed directly <1ver the aperture and the two traces. :are 
made equal on the oscilloscop¢ with the at~enuators set at some high value. 
As the samples of vari6us .~esist·ivities are placed over the opening, the power 
J~" 
I ' ' . 
o· .. 
;f ' ·,, ' 
'· 
.t 
1 
'"Ji·· 
;. 
(-19.-:) 
. .. 
transmitted to the crystal will diminish and attenuation will have to be 
taken out of the 1:-ine to return to the same crystal level. The readings 
from the attenuator are then plotted against resi~tivity as shown in Figure 
17, Method 3. Figure 20 shows a curve for the same circuit at 22 Ge with a 
rectangular orifice O . 1 70 x . 200 inches . 
-3.34 Results 
The transmission loss method is an improveioont over the high-Q cavity· 
· ·:method in providing accurate measurement at high resistivities and for 
offering better precision at all resistivities for which it is appl:ica?ble. 
'I . . . . . . . 
At the lower end of 1 ts resistivity range it offers ·a 14.-d_e·C:i.be-1 change in 
transmission los.s p·er. ·decade of resistivity ( compared to· ·_3 1/2 DB per decade 
w·ith the ·htgh-Q, .cavity method) and an acceptable precision up to 6o ohm-cm. 
·T.he, 1.lPP.e.r :1·:tmit of €,o ohm-cm is based ·on a loss of o.6o db and a measuring . 
.. a .. ccuracy of ·tne instrµmentation. of :about 0.03 .. or 0.04 db. Extension of .the 
range of accurate measurement to higher resi'sti.v'ities can be accomplished by 
using instrumentation of greater precision.: .. 
:·· 4 3 .•.. · ·Calibration Methods 
In order for the readings from the microwave test equipment to be useful, 
a correlation between these readings and the resistivity of the specimen being 
tested must be obtained... 'The most obvious method is to -use samples of known 
~sistivity and plot readings from t:tie waveguide attenuator versus resistivity. 
'f~ ~ 
.. ·-
- - - -· ------- - -.,,.,--..-~·,,.·....,_ .. __ ,. . . . 
'Ihe standard method 'for determining resistivity :is-· tne~·:rour point probe, 
•:• 
;,/ 
I 
\ 
l 
•, 
I( 
I 
"ti' 
·'1' 
. , ' 
however, which makes the accuracy of the microwave techniques dependent 
' 
. . 
-upon the accuracy of the four point probe. Several methods have been 
·aeveloped to eliminate the need for four point probe readings. 
3.41 Loss Per Inch 
One of the methods emp··ioys the relationship of ,dep·tn of penetration. 
It was stated previously. ·that when a microwave signal ·penetrates a slice 
who~e thickness eqll~_ls its depth of penetration it :lo.ses 63% of its power. 
This .is equi vale~t to .a loss of 8. 68 db. If the- depth of penetration is 
:cal.cu1ate·d for 'B' pa·rt·ic11Jar resistivity, the .loss per .001 inch can b~ 
:·ca·lcp1ate.·d, for, ~hat resistivity. This was. done (see Appendix A) ana: ·a 
:Plot .o:r resistivity versus los.-s pe:r .. 001" is shown in Figure 21. 
This loss differs from the loss determined~ by the transmissi.:on :].ass 
microwave method, however. The ·t.ransmission loss is the sum of three . . - .. . . . . . . 
. . . .. -
losses: the signal loss due to ·th~ imped·ance mismatch betwe.en the input 
waveguide and the slice., the transmission loss in the slice, arid the signal 
loss due to the impedance mismatch between the slice and output waveguide. 
If ·the input and output mismatch losses can be determined and subtracted 
f·rom the total transmission loss, the loss through the slice and, hence. the 
,resistivity can be found:. 
The mismatch losses can be calculated if the VSWR of the input and 
,output impedance matches are known. Another method involves tuning out , 
I\,· 
'poth mismatches by means of an adjustable tuner at the input and output of 
the test position. When the mismatches are tuned out, the transmission 
loss 'equals the loss through the slice and. resis.tivity can be found using 
,,, 
..... , 
.• ... 
·' 
Figure 21. The most accurate method is to measure the change in 
transmission loss of a slice as its thickness is changed. The thickness 
can be changed by breaking a slice in half and sandwiching the two halves 
together. Measurements are taken before and after breaking the slice. 
Another method involves measuring a slice, lapping it down by a few· mils 
and remeasuring it. '!he change in loss per change in thickness will _g_ive 
the loss per .001 11 of the slice and its resistivity can be obtained f::rom r· 
Figure 21. 
These procedures- Eire ·11m1t~d- t:·o. reslstf.vities and thicknesses whi¢h 
are measurable by the transmission. J~oss, te·chnique. Thickness and resisti-
vity must also be chosen to prqduc~ a _1,oss. ·thr·ough the slice large enough 
t,o prevent the input and oµtp,ut m:i-~~·,tches.- :~rom. changing :after the slice 
.i:~- lapped. 
The preceeding proc.ed;ur_eS: :·a_·re· '"til]l~ CQI;LS·UI.Jling and destruct'ive·., ·b.ut-
' 
the results can be used to p.lbt an ,:accunrte: .c·urve of resistivi.ty yersµs 
.\ 
total transmiss:Lon loss which can be used for other slices. A curve can 
be plotted for o_ne thickness, for example, and then using Figure 21, curves 
of any thickness ca.n be drawn (because the change in loss per change in 
thickness is known). The result will be a family of curves for different 
-:"-" thicknesses from which the resistivit·y of different size specimens can be 
·....._ 
obtaine9:. 
3.42 Sheet. Resistivity 
····-. 
If the bulk resist1:vt:ty in ohm~cm of a sample is divided by its· 
thickness· in cm., sheet resistiv"'it~ is obtained in ohm/square. Sheet 
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resistivity versus transmission loss is plotted in Figure 22.and was 
· obtained from Figure 20 by dividing the resistivity by the thickness. 
It is observed from the curve that various thickness slices deviate from 
a single line at low resistivities where the slices are thicker than the 
depth of penetration. This is caused by the change in input and output 
mismatch losses which are dependent on vol\lllle .res.i$t.iv.ity and not sheet 
resistivity. The transmission loss ·1s calculated as shown in appendix B 
for various resistivity. The calcf1la'ted curve is shown dotted in Figure 23. 
The cal.cu] ated curve ·:coincide-a we.11 with the curve determined experi-
mentally for· thin slices. An· adjusting factor ls needed, however, for 
slices whi.ch are not thin compared to the d:ep.th of penetration. 
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4 . CONCLUSION 
The prime aim. that originally stimulated ~he _microwave approach, 1 
eliminating thickness measurements, has only been partially met. With the 
high-Q cavity method a sizable portion of the combinations of resistivity 
and thickness fall in the range where depth of penetration is smaller than 
thickness. For these combinations thickness measurements are not required. 
The overlap i_n the effective ranges of the high-Q cavity method and the 
transmission loss method permits the less precise high-Q cavity method to 
be used only :whe.re -the advantage of elitt4Il$ting thickness measurements 
) 
applies; all :ot:her· measurements can b:e ·made 'by· the .mp:re precise transmission. 
1·qs_s: Jnethod., whi·ch req~i-rE?s ,~lie~- thickne.ss :1neasU+~m~nts.... Of' all the 
. 
. . 
-v~rious techniques. -d:es·cr-ibed these two :pr.ovide the :most: ,accrurate readings. 
Initially all the methods were tr:ted a-t -a frequency ·at· :9 :Ge., but it was 
.,, found that a greater spread of a.-ttenu.a·tion versus resis·t"ivity ·wa·s· obtained. 
at 22 Ge with the added advantage.s: of· ·smal..le:r: t·es:t airea anci: iess depth of 
penetration. It cap be concluded ·that there w_ould: be an .advantage to go 
to higher frequencies, say 60 (}c:, .. if greater accuracy i.S desired. 
The chief advantage of the two microwave methods .of' measuring resis-
'tivity over the 4-point probe method is the saving of time. Even allowing 
·for measuring the thickness of the -wafers., tw·o: ·resistivity measurements 
·can be made in the time required to make one measurement by the four-point 
·probe method.. Another major advantage is· improved accuracy and repeat-
ability, once the mi-crowave equipment has been calibrated. The microwave 
equipment is .. free from th~ possibility of mechanical misalignment and 
:, 
.. ., 
. ' j" • ,• consequent errors. This is an improvement over the,, r·our-point: prgl:>e_.t:~· 
. 
-
susceptibility to variation of point _spacing. 
Up to the present, the practical application of these method.er ·ha::s 
been limited to silicon, although experiments with germanium and, ·know-
' 
~ ledge of the properties of other materials indicate potential applicability 
to other materials. As new regions of' resistivi:ty and new materials assume 
importance, the microwave approach to :r:esistivity measurements will undoubt-
edly be extended and improved. 
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APPENDIX A· 
1. DEPl'H OF PENETRATION 
By use of ~h~ following relation the depth of penetration for 
various resistivities and frequencies can be determined. A sample 
calculation is shown with a table of' depth of penetration for various 
, 
resisti vi ties at three frequencies: 9-_.Gc, 22 Ge, and 6o Ge. 
Let: +~ 2.2. Ge. • ) 
•' 
then uJ ~ Z TI' .f ::: 138 X 109 
e~ 3 o\tm-<m~ ,030km-W\. 
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TABLE 1 
DEPIH OF PENETRATION IN INCHES 
:9. Clc:-
... 002:10 
· .. 
,._-0036:2 
.·0.066 
. . ·• . . ,· .. 
.,0.11,5: 
,_()2·10: 
.. 0·_3·94 
.. ,087: 
_.,:223 
.• 726 
FREQUENCY 
22 Ge 
... 00-134 
•. :002-3:2 
.~oo4z_3, 
,.60734 
-.{)1·34. 
,-.-b2B~r 
.:22·1 
.-· ·. · .. · .... 
2 • LOSS PER INCH 
6o Ge 
.00812 
.00141 . 
.ooa56 
..Qo44.5 
.·00982_ 
.02._32: 
!t0:703 
_,.2·1s 
.:722 
dividing 8.68 DB, the l.oss per depth of penetration:._,. :by·: ·the :clepth -o::r 
' I f" . 
penetration at a particular resistivity. 
Ex: Loss/inch- = 8. 68 = 648o {_2) 
.00134 
or ;toss/ .001 i~ch = 6.48 DB ( 3) 
A table was constructed of Loas/· •. 00_1 inches vs. · re-sistivity. at 22 Ge and. 
is shown below: 
.. ·, "'·, -,, ,·;·.· -"': 
•·. 
~-
/: 
., ' ~ .. '.'.'.·'. '.; :, -: ... , . - . . 
e (ohm-cm) 
•. :1. 
•. ,3: 
:10 
-30 
100 
• 
.. 
(27) 
TABLE II 
Depth of 
Penetration ( in -, J 
.00423:. 
.:()()1_34-
. . . 
.• 002:32'· 
.::00423· 
. .. 
:~0073·4 
•iOJ..'34 . 
.. ·02s.~r 
~_::0.75:5 
..... 
,. 
'!,: 
... 
.., 
., TJ6s,$·/ • ()(ii" :{DB). 
20 .. 5· .. ·.~ .. 
6· .• 48 
:3·_.74 
2, .• 05. 
.1 .•. 18 
.·648 
._302: 
.. 115· 
.J)393: 
.0120 . 
,::..,; 
\.. 
_). 
~. 
(28) 
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APPENDIX B 
CALCULATION OF TRANSMISSION LOSS 
A mathematical analysis can be made of the transmission loss caused 
by a thin piece of material of resistivity(> s placed across a waveguide 
transmission line using transmission line analogy. The transmission line 
equivalent circuit of the microwave network is shown below. 
~, 
e, 
where: "A.o = wavelength in free space 
~g = wavelength in the waveguide 
fg = impedance of waveguide = ~ 377 o""'s / .se. 
fs = sheet resistivity of' :slice being measured in ohm$,/ sg:. 
,. The transmission loss on a voltage -basis is as follows: 
Loss == .~O log10 e2 ' 
e2 
where: e2 ' = voltage at output with sli.ce in fixture ( e= ~s) 
e2 = voltage at ou~put with no slice in fixture { ~=<X>) 
• ~ -, ~ f2 es ~ e$_ €z.. ~ -e, .... e, f, e, .,. p5 @5 e, ... el 
"" ... ' 
' 
. e1 e - • as f>s • co b z. ) 
' 
)0 ~ 1- .a f5 Pt 
e2 - ~ a ( . 
' ~ 
• 
?it. 
Loss= 20 log10 ~ = 20-1og10 
e2 
Loss = 20 log 2 e, 
a~+e, 
Loss = 20 log I ~ 
--~ 
··at f- = 22 k.Mc, ~g = 1.2996 
~o . 
(29) 
eg = 377 X 1.2996 
f'g = 488 ohm/ sq. 
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